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Sailed to explode) (d) that the chance of a pack
of cards being dealt so that each of four per°ons
receives a complete suit is exactly the same as
the chance that any other combination of cards
may come up
(7)	That collective hallucinosis does occur
(it would be invidious to mention in detail
certain    miraculous happenings    which might
hurt the religious susceptibilities of many but
we are entitled to ask how it is po%ible for the
sun to stand still m the sky in the presence 01
thousands of people collected in a particular
area when it is seen nowhere else in the world
and   has  been   noted   by   no   astronomical
laboratory?)
(8)	Mediums hive been proved to be prepared
to do the most extraordinary things In order to
deceive a suggestible audience seated m semi
darkress—e a   the so called     ectoplasm     (a
supposedly psychic substance or matenahsa
tion) which exudes from the medium a body has
been   found   before   the   stance     as   have
apports or objects apparently appearing
from nowhere halfway down the medium',
throat or in the stomach ready to be regurgi
tated and even in other bodily apertures
It is not maintained tha,t psychic phenomem
do not happen but that we must be extremely
cautious m accepting the evidence of our own
or even more other people s senses and much
ic"b free m our interpretation of vhat has been
observed really means See Poltergeist Tele
pathy Spiritualism
Psychoanalysis an approach to the study of human
pert-onality involving the rigorous probing with
the assiBtance of a specially trained pi petitioner
of an individual s personal problems motives
fcoals and attitudes to hfem general Often and
quite understandably confused with psychology
(of which it is merely a part) psychoanalysis
has in interesting historical background and has
attracted the interest of philosophers scientists
and medical experts since it emerged as a
radical and controversial form of mental therapy
at the turn of the century The traditionally
accepted founder Is the great Austrian Sigmund
Freud but he never failed to acknowledge the
impetus that had been given to his own ideas by
his talented friend the physiologist Joseph
Breuer who for most of his working life had
been interested m the curious phenomena asso
ciated with hypnosis Breuer had successfullj
cured the hysterical paralysis of a young woman
patient and had noticed that under hypnosis the
girl seemed to be recalling emotional experiences
hitherto forgotten which bore some relation
ship to the symptoms of her illness Developing
this with other patients Breuer then found that
the mere recalling and discussing of the emotion
al events under hypnosis seemed to produce a
dramatic alleviation of the symptoms—a pheno
menon which came to be known as catharsis
Breuer also noticed another curious side effect
that his women patients fell embarrassingly and
violently in love with him and he gradually
dropped the practice of mental catharsis
possibly feeling that it was a bit too dangerous
to handle This left the field clear for Freud
whose brilliant mind began to search beyond the
therapeutic aspects of the topic lo see what hght
might be thrown on the nature of human pei
Bonallty and psychological mechanisms in
general The most important question con
cernedthe forgotten emotionalmatenalwhicli
turned up apparently out of the blue during
the hypnotic session Freud rightly saw that
this posed problems for the current theories of
memory for how could something once forgotten
(i) continue to have an effect on the individual
without him being aware of it and (b) ulti
mately be brought back to conscious memory
again It must be remembered that at this
time memory was considered to be a fahly
simple process—information was stored in the
brain and was gradually eroded or destroyed
with the passage of time and the decay of brain
cells Once lost it was believed memories
were gone for ever or at best only partially and
inaccurately reproducible Furthermore human
beings were supposed to be rational (if frequent
ly wilful) creatures who never did anything with
out thinking about it (if ouly briefly) beforehand
and without being well aware of their reasons
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for so doing It was within this framework
that Freud had his great insight one -ninth
many people believe to be one of the most
important ideas given to mankind This was
simply the realisation that the human mind was
not a simple entitj controlling the brain md
body more or less at will but a complex sjstem
made up of a number of integrated parts with
at least two major subdivisions—the conscious
and the unconscious ihe former coneerned
itself with the noimal round of human bee a
viour including the larger part of rational
thought conversation etc and large areas of
memory The latter was principally devoted
to the automatic control of bodib functions
sueh as respiration cardiac activity various
types of emotional behaviour not subject to
much conscious modification and a large store
house of relevant memories igain not normal
ly accessible to the conscious mind Occasion
ally Freud proposed an exceedingly unpleasant
emotional 01 otherwise painful event mitht be
so troublesome if held in the conscious mind s
store that it would get shoved down into the
unconscious or repressed where it would cease
to trouble the individual in his normal life
The advantages ot this mechanism are obvious
but they also brought with them hazards \V itb
certain kinds ot memory particularly those
involving psjohological rather than physical
pain—as for example a seveie sexual conflict or
marital problem—repression might be used as a
device to save the individual from facing his
problem m the real woild where he might be
able ultimately to solve it by merely hiding it
away in the unconscious and thus pretending it
did not exist Unfortunately Trend believed
conflicts of this kind were not anuSed out when
consigned to the basements of the mind but
rather tended to smoulder on affecting the
individual in various ways \vhich he could not
understand Repressed marital conflicts might
gn e rise to impotence for example or e\en to
homosexual behaviour Cuilt at improper
social actions similarly repressed might provoke
neivoustics local paralysis etc etc Following
this hno of reasoning Freud argued that if the
unwisely repi eased material could be dredged up
and the individual forced to face the cusis
instead of denying it then dramatic alleviations
of symptoms and full recovery should follow
To the great psychologist and his growing
band of followers the stage seemed to be set for
a dramatic breaMhrough not only in mental
therapy but also In a general understanding of
the nature ot human personality To his
pleasure—for various reasons he was never too
happy about hypnosis—Freud discovered that
with due patience skill and guidance an indi
vidual could he ]ed to resurrect the material
repressed in his unconscious mind in the normal
as opposed to the hypnotic state .This tech
mque involving lout sessions consisting of
mtimate discussions between patient and thera
pist became known as psychoanalysis and it has
steadily evolved from its experimental begin
nings in the medical schools and universities of
Vienna to being a major system, of psjcho
therapy with a world wide following and impor
tant theoretical connotations Psychoanalysis
as practised today consists of a number of
meetings between doctor and patient m which
the latter is slowly taught to approach and enter
the territory of his subconscious mind and
examine the strange and foigotten material
within A successful analysis it is claimed
gives the individual greater insight into his own
personality and a fuller understanding of the
potent unconscious forces which are at work
within him and in part dictating his goals
Freud s initial ideas were of course tentative
and meant to be so He was however a didactic
and forceful personality himself unwilling to
compromise on many points which became con
troversial as the technique and practice of
psychoanalysis developed The outcome was
that some of his early followers notably the
equally brilliant Carl Jung and Alfred Adler
broke away to found their own schools or
versions of psychoanalysis with varying degrees
of success Today psychoanalysis is coming
under increasingly critical scrutiny and its
claims are being treated with a good deal of

